Be aware of the signs in your building!
They will help you find the nearest exit in the event of an evacuation
Emergency signs

1. Evacuation signs
2. Fire protection signs
3. First-aid signs
4. Other signs
5. Recommendations

Look for these evacuation signs!

Follow these signs... ...to find an exit!

Regular way out
This sign shows the way to a regular exit.

Regular exit
This sign indicates a regular entrance/exit.

Emergency way out
This sign shows the way to an emergency exit.

Emergency exit
Only for use in the event of an emergency.
These signs show where you can find fire protection equipment.

1. SORTIDA ➔ Evacuation signs
2. EXTINTOR Fire extinguisher
3. BOCA D’INCENDIS Fire hose reel
4. FARMACIOLA First-aid signs
5. POLSADOR D’ALARMA Fire-alarm call point

Example:

Follow the arrow to a fire-alarm call point.

This sign, together with one of the signs pictured to the left, shows the way to the equipment shown.
These signs show where you will find first-aid equipment.
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Example:
Follow the arrow to a first-aid kit.
In the event of fire, close this door behind you to protect evacuation routes from smoke and fire.

In boiler rooms, near distribution boards, in areas with technical gases, in areas where flammable substances are stored, etc.

This sign is found at the entrance to spaces where access is restricted for safety reasons.

In case of fire, do not use the elevator.

No smoking or open flames.
Are you familiar with these signs? They provide useful information

**Emergency exit with alarm**
This sign indicates an emergency exit connected to an alarm or video-surveillance system.

*Only* to use this exit in the event of an evacuation.

**Dead end**
This sign indicates that the door does not lead to an evacuation route.

**Emergency exit**
This sign reminds people not to place or store materials in front of an emergency exit. It is important to keep *transit areas free of obstacles*.

**No parking in front of an emergency exit**
This sign may be associated with yellow lines painted on the ground to indicate the area where parking is not allowed.
Remember these recommendations!

When an evacuation is announced over the PA system, make your way to the closest regular or emergency exit by following the evacuation signs.

Keep emergency signs visible and in good condition at all times.

Do not cover or move them.